Dear Campus Customers,

Central Plant will be conducting a regularly scheduled high temperature hot water shutdown the weekend of Friday, March 22, 2019 through Sunday, March 24, 2019.

We will be shutting down after 5:00 p.m. on March 22, 2019. Normal service will be restored no later than Sunday, March 24, 2019 at 11:00 p.m.

The purpose of this shutdown is to conduct regularly scheduled maintenance of equipment on the high temperature hot water system and the cogeneration plant. The systems that will be affected during the shutdown will include: building heat, industrial & domestic hot water, and steam generation for cage washers and autoclaves.

The campus power and chilled water supply for the buildings and process cooling will not be affected during this shutdown.

This maintenance will help ensure that we provide reliable service to the campus community.

Buildings NOT affected by the Central Plant HTHW Shutdown:
AIRB
Beckman Laser
Berkeley Place / Law School
EH&S
Gavin Eye Institute
**Gillespie** (Steam system WILL BE affected during shutdown)
Gross Hall
Hewitt
Hitachi
Housing
Irvine Hall
Med. Ed / Berk Alumni
Med Surge I
Med Surge II
Mesa Arts, Commons
Multipurpose Academic & Admin. Bldg.
Multipurpose Science & Tech. Bldg.
North Campus
Rockwell Engineering
Sprague Hall

Please call Tony Garrit at 824-5140 or Jerry Nearhoof at 824-2781 for questions regarding this regularly scheduled shutdown.
The Central Plant night supervisors, Ricky Farmer and Bijan Abdoli-Dormani, can be reached at 824-0317 from 7:00pm to 5:00am.
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